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About Shark pdf maker


Text to PDF, check QR and Barcode to PDF. It's not difficult to utilize and 100% free. 
This application resembles a one-stop arrangement. Attempt it now! 
Energizing provisions: - 

Picture to PDF converter 
Import pictures and convert them to PDFs - notes, receipts, solicitations, structures, and so on 

Text to PDF converter 
Converts text to pdf archive. 

Output QR code or Barcodes to PDF converter 
Sweep any QR code or Barcode then, at that point, convert that record into a pdf document. 

PDF editorial manager and watcher 
You can alter a current PDF document and furthermore read your pdf. 

Pack PDF records 
Backing to lessen PDF size through pressure. 

Set secret phrase 
You can set a secret phrase to ensure your PDF documents, and encode private records to be shared to keep others from looking at them. 
Turn Select the page you need to turn. 

Add Watermark 
Here and there our document can be a take and utilized by another person for that question we add a watermark include so you can add watermark to your record. 

Consolidation PDF 
Consolidation at least two PDF records into one PDF document. 

Flash to PDF 
Convert compress records into PDF without any problem. 

PDF to pictures 
Indeed, you can likewise change over your current PDF record into pictures. 
What's more, a lot more things you can do like split any pdf, transform any pdf (dark or white), eliminate copy pdf, eliminate pages from any pdf, remove pictures from the chose PDF not just that you can likewise separate text from any PDF. 

How cool is that!! 
This is a Free PDF converter application!
 
We love to hear ideas from you! If it's not too much trouble, compose your survey concerning what you like or not about the application. shares your idea! Offer this application! 
Download now!
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Q: Why doesn't the application uphold record interior sound? A: Android doesn't...
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Kingly player with effective equalizer, brief seek all your tune documents and...
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Templater app providing information about how to customized blogs and how to...
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Awesome
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Nice pdf making app and ui also good and app is android 30 based.
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Nice app, easily compress and merging pdf
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Very useful app!!!
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